That was the vision that Barbara Gomez and Pamela Erickson had for the residents of Henderson before founding HopeLink of Southern Nevada in 1991. This "link to hope" or network of support would inevitably ‘change the normal’ for thousands of individuals and families each year living on the brink of homelessness.

Shortly after becoming designated a full-service Family Resource Center by the State of Nevada in 1996, HopeLink blossomed and now, thirty years later, operates in sites all over the Las Vegas Valley. Our dedicated team provides expert case management, a complete base of referrals and funding assistance for qualified clients. But our vision of preventing homelessness, preserving families and providing hope requires us to think outside of the box and establish support services for various needs. Among those are:

+ EMERGENCY AND INCLEMENT WEATHER SHELTER
+ FOOD PANTRY AND NUTRITION PROGRAMS
+ SENIOR SERVICE PROGRAMS
+ COMMUNITY RESOURCE FAIRS
+ FAMILY EVENTS AND PROGRAMS
+ FREE TAX PREPARATION SERVICES
+ HOLIDAY GIFT ASSISTANCE
+ RENT & UTILITY ASSISTANCE

Through our wrap-around services and a desire to “do good”, we are able to prevent families and individuals from experiencing homelessness, assist those who are homeless and create a link to hope to change the normal of thousands of Southern Nevada residents.
MESSAGE FROM OUR BOARD CHAIR

Dear Friends of HopeLink of Southern Nevada,

In a year that challenged our community and pushed many Nevadans to the brink, we came together with love and support beyond measure. You made sacrifices and you gave support to thousands of families and individuals across Southern Nevada. You gave your time, and resources to ensure that your neighbors would not go hungry or without a safe place to call home. In an unprecedented time of despair for so many, you gave them hope.

These past 18 months have been some of the most rewarding days and weeks of our lives here at HopeLink. We have an incredible staff doing what needs to be done, or as we say here at HopeLink “do good work”. We have relied on the kindness and generosity of you, our friends and supporters, to ensure our organization had the resources to achieve these goals. We are beyond grateful that our volunteers and donors answered the call time and time again. And our federal, state, and local leaders, along with countless agency partners, provided us with an abundance of financial aid and resources. You are all our Heroes of Hope.

Since 2019, our operating budget has grown by 525% and our team has doubled in size. We’ve opened a second office in Las Vegas, moving our housing and employment divisions closer to county services and area homeless shelters, and added two additional Outreach Centers to better serve North Las Vegas and Henderson. Our growth on one hand is exciting, but on the other hand, is a direct result of the ever-increasing need in the community.

We have accomplished so much this past year, but our work is far from over. This year we are commemorating thirty years of preventing homelessness, preserving families, and providing hope. You may have already seen some of the exciting new work we are doing to elevate our clients through Stories of Hope, a multimedia project that will spread our message of hope throughout the community. These stories remind us of our shared humanity; that behind every statistic or data point, there is a person or family who we have all helped in some of their darkest hours.

Reflecting on my time at HopeLink, brief as it may be, I have learned something that I will forever cherish about our community: Nevadans are resilient, they are courageous, and they are compassionate.

We are pleased to share with you this year’s 2020 Annual Report to provide a better understanding of our work and mission, and perhaps a little hope.

With compassion,
Scot Rutledge
Board Chair
HopeLink of Southern Nevada

HOPEFUL NUMBERS + OUR IMPACT

3,121
HOUSEHOLDS THAT RECEIVED FOOD ASSISTANCE

10,000
INDIVIDUALS PROVIDED WITH CRITICAL SERVICES

9,876
UNIQUE INDIVIDUALS SERVED

3,971
CHECKS WRITTEN TO PREVENT HOMELESSNESS

3,121
INDIVIDUALS SERVED

1,027
INDIVIDUALS
$1,243,735
AMOUNT RETURNED TO TAXPAYERS THROUGH THE VITA PROGRAM

1,027
INDIVIDUALS
$32,386
SURPLUS GENERATED FROM OUR 4 NSP HOMES

1,027
INDIVIDUALS
$250,000
PRELIMINARY AGENCY BUDGET SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR – WE’RE STILL WORKING ON THE FINAL JOURNAL ENTRIES, BUT THIS IS A CLOSE AND CONSERVATIVE REPRESENTATION
Kimberley and her son Antonio came to the program in April 2020 from a shelter and having been homeless on the streets. For many, it was a challenge to secure employment, particularly during COVID related shutdowns and closures and, when the pandemic first started, Kimberley was one of the first to lose her job in conventions. When Kimberley came to HopeLink, her case manager worked to secure housing and provide stable living for both her and her son. Since then, Kimberley has obtained employment through a staffing agency and is working on getting hired at the post office. Luckily, her son also started working. While Kimberley is currently saving to buy her own home, she hopes to one day own a food truck, allowing her to embrace her passion for cooking. Among the other positive changes Kimberley has made for herself and her son since coming to HopeLink, she successfully graduated from the housing program in July 2021 and her case manager continues to follow-up with her and provide resources for her family’s continued success.

Originally from Bosnia, Zehra came to HopeLink for assistance in February 2020. Prior to seeking services from HopeLink, Zehra was working as a housekeeper but, while cleaning a hotel room, she fell. Soon after, she was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis and her employer fired her because she could not perform her job duties. Without a stable income, Zehra and her son Denis were faced with homelessness. They began renting rooms until they were put out for the last time which led them to seek assistance from HopeLink. The family of two initially received wrap-around services but were then referred to the Rapid Rehousing program, which helped place the family in an apartment. Coming into the program, Zehra faced several barriers including homelessness, a language barrier, very little income, and no “real” rental history. Denis had also been in and out of different schools because the family moved so often. Zehra’s only income at the time was the occasional child support payment. Throughout her time in the program, Zehra fought her SSDI case and even obtained an attorney to assist her. In May 2021, she was finally approved for SSDI, as well as back pay for the last two years. Zehra has maintained an optimistic and positive attitude despite the obstacles she has faced. She continues meeting all her goals and working towards housing and financial stability.
FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

REVENUES
+ Jurisdictional Grants .............. 8,028,907
+ Contributions ....................... 345,720
+ Special Events ...................... 63,051
+ Other Income ...................... 95,569
TOTAL .............................. $8,533,247

EXPENSES
+ Direct Client Services ............ 7,769,331
+ Operational Expenses ............ 239,805
+ Administrative Expenses ......... 279,000
+ Fundraising Expenses .......... 40,675
**93.4% of all funds raised directly benefit our clients.**
TOTAL .............................. $8,328,811

LEADERSHIP & PROGRAMS

OFFICERS
Scot Rutledge, Chair, Argentum Partners
Olivia Smith, Vice-Chair, Anthem Blue Cross & Blue Shield
Jim Nyberg, Treasurer, Nyberg & Associates / Hash House A Go Go
Christie O’Melia, Co-Secretary, Toyota Financial Savings Bank
Nancy Hexter, Co-Secretary, Retired, Medical Anthropologist
Tom Schnitker, Immediate Past Chair, Go2 Partners

MEMBERS
Michael O’Brien, Thrivent Financial
John Burnette, Brazil Properties / Go2 Partners
Tim Mullin, The Siegel Group
Patrick Durkin, M Resort Spa Casino
Javier Heredia, Wells Fargo Bank
Rosaelena Taranto, Compassionate Coffee
Christina Thomas, Living Free Souls / Herbally Free
Ray Edwards, Purtec, Inc.
Kimberly MacClafferty, Bank of Nevada

LEADERSHIP TEAM
Stacey Lockhart, Executive Director
Aaron Sheets, Director of Operations
Jodi Lynn Higdon, Director of Finance
Dani Sparks, Director of Housing Services
Kristin Aviles, Director of Family Support Services

ADVISORY MEMBERS
Brian Claggett, Wells Fargo Bank
Gayle Nathan, Gayle Nathan Esq.
Steve Goldstein, Print Alliance

HONORARY
Dawn McLaughlin
Michael Wetterauer
State Senator Dr. Joseph Hardy
Pamela Erickson, Founder
Barbara Gomez, Founder (Deceased)
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"Change Their Normal"
MESSAGE FROM OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Dear Heroes of Hope, Friends, Volunteers and Community Partners,

When I asked our employees to share one thing that they were the proudest of during the past year, one comment stood out to me above all others, and I believe it speaks volumes...

“When the world crashed down around us, we stood united.”

We did but, more importantly, you stood united with us! In response to the pandemic and the overwhelming need in the community, HopeLink ramped up. We hired five additional case managers and established a COVID Response Center, converting our conference room into a work center. Over the next five months, we processed more than $6 million in rent and mortgage relief and answered up to 1,000 phone calls a day. We never closed our doors and were here to assist members of our community when they needed it most. We listened with caring ears, helped wipe away tears and made sure no one ever left our buildings hungry. We prevented homelessness, preserved families and provided hope when it was in short supply but most needed. We opened our food pantry to the public and delivered food to seniors who couldn’t get to us. Thanks to the Kroger Foundation and Smith’s $50,000 grant, we were able to, not only provide food to seniors, families and the homeless, but also provide gift cards to households so they could pick-up everything they needed for Thanksgiving, providing reasons to be thankful.

Last November we also held HopeWeek2020, a week of giving thanks, giving and giving back. It included Neighbor Day – a drive at Smith’s stores to collect donations of household supplies, diapers, pet food and more, which allowed families to focus on household bills rather than stocking their cupboards.

Hopeweek2002 also included Jammin’4Hope, a live-streamed, star-studded telethon, to raise money for those out of work in the entertainment industry. Countless volunteers, including agents, celebrities, media personalities, nightclub and concert venue owners, promoters and so many more came together to make it happen – even recruiting Wayne Newton for the finale! The live stream was watched in Australia, Canada, Japan, Florida, Michigan, California and donations came from all over to support our entertainment community. This experience showed me just how hard it is to put on a show and made me eternally thankful for those who do this professionally. I would be remiss if I didn’t thank Adam Steck, SPI Entertainment, Carlos Adley and Ava Berman, owners of BackStage Bar and Billiards and the Fremont Club for their connections, advice and support. This couldn’t have happened without so many wonderful, selfless people involved.

Additionally, throughout the past year, new Heroes of Hope stepped up with financial resources to help us navigate all the uncertainties created by COVID. And, thanks to the support we received from friends like the Gene Haas Foundation, the Wells Fargo Foundation, Anthem, Toyota Financial and so many others who gave us unrestricted funds, we were still able to aid those who didn’t qualify for government funded assistance. Our loyal and longtime donors also increased their annual gifts which also allowed us to help without restraints on how to direct the funds. The level of support we received was absolutely amazing and we can never thank everyone enough!

As Scot mentioned, HopeLink is growing, and we intend to keep increasing our ability to expand our impact. Not because we are ambitious and want to grow for the sake of growing, but because the community needs us to grow to meet the increased need for assistance.

As we spend this year celebrating 30 years of service to Southern Nevada, I hope you enjoy reading this annual report (our very first one ever by the way!) and learning more about the work we do and the impact we have. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to me if you’d like to learn more about our work, get involved as a volunteer or visit about how you, your company or community organization can help us continue doing good work.

With deep gratitude,

Stacey Lockhart
Executive Director
This recognition is for gifts received between July 1, 2020 and June 30, 2021.
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+ Eric Stone
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+ Jeff Avery
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+ Jodi Higdon
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+ Mary Brunson
+ Mary Scott
+ Michelle Bobadilla
+ Mitch Truswell
+ Natalie Stanley
+ Olga League
+ Paris Melie
+ Paula Punio
+ Roberta Millman
+ Rosalba Sales
+ Russell Neil
+ Samantha Stuart
+ Sarah Ning
+ Scott Hillman
+ Shannon Crazier
+ Sharon DeChiara
+ Sheila Callihan
+ Sonja Johnson
+ Stephani Foster
+ Stephen Sitar
+ Steve Mahnke
+ Susan Bobby
+ Susan Guzman
+ Susan Pearce
+ Suzanne Vreeland
+ Sy Attie
+ Tamasha Kuykendall
+ Tim O’Donnell
+ Valerie Martin-Smith
+ Victoria Borjesson
+ Vivian Wright
+ Walter Wehrly
+ Wendy Hiris
+ X Ecker

In-Kind
+ Anthem Medicaid
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+ + Adele & Rick Gelenaw
+ + Adrienne Motley
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+ + Al Reyes
+ + Alan L. Fisher
+ + Aleta Gilvinske
+ + Alexandra Stanley
+ + Allison Berry
+ + Andrea Foster
+ + Andrea Frazier
+ + Angela Anderson
+ + Angela Pepper
+ + Ann Cruz
+ + Anne Lindsay
+ + Annette Sternster
+ + Antoinette James
+ + Ariell Harris
+ + Ariadna Me deque
+ + Ashlee Ator
+ + Audrey Larsh
+ + Autumn Splicer
+ + Backstage Bar and Billiards
+ + Barbara Aalbertz
+ + Barbara Brooks
+ + Barbara Nielson
+ + Bernadette Carver
+ + Bette Schanafelt
+ + Blake Griffin
+ + Blake Leavitt
+ + Board and Brush
+ + Bonnie McLaughlin
+ + Brad Englund
+ + Brandi Farra
+ + Brennan Drew
+ + Brian Chavez
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+ + Carolyn Muscarelli
+ + Caryn Maroni
+ + Cecilia Casteu
+ + Cheryl Schwarz
+ + Christina Weaver
+ + Christina Wilson
+ + Christine Juarez
+ + Cindy Colbert
+ + Claudya Spalding
+ + Comprehensive Dental
+ + Connie Lasky
+ + Courtney Nielson
+ + Craig Bragg
+ + Curly Top Bakery
+ + Dale Chavez
+ + Dan Stock
+ + Danielle O’Hara
+ + Danish Elias
+ + David Brown
+ + David Freeman
+ + David Hayward
+ + David Siminatis
+ + Dawn McLaughlin
+ + Michael Wellauer
+ + Deanna McCool
+ + Debbie Harpster
+ + Debbie Reynolds
+ + Deborah Golcaker
+ + Deborah Roundy
+ + Deco Designs by Debbie
+ + Delores Miller
+ + Denise Gunter
+ + Diane Ecker
+ + Diane Rempert
+ + Dianne Sperry
+ + Donna Canada
+ + Donna Wilson
+ + Donna Yahner
+ + Doug Messinger
+ + Dr & Mrs. S.E. Elia
+ + Dwain Frazier
+ + Ed & Maryje Chicolette
+ + Eddie and Emily Rompkey
+ + Elaine Price
+ + Elizabeth Seidler Schulz
+ + Elsie Hensley
+ + Emerald Isle Golf Course
+ + Eric Ray
+ + Eric Umali
+ + Erica Stimpson
+ + Erik Morales
+ + Esmeralda & Jorge L. Cantu
+ + Esther Frederiksen
+ + Family Promise of Nevada
+ + Fanatics
+ + Fran Gardberg
+ + Gabe Alderman
+ + Gail Goldsmith
+ + Garrett Johnson
+ + Gaye Nathan
+ + Genaross Hernandez
+ + Ginger Allen
+ + Glenda Whyte
+ + Glenn Jackson
+ + John Adams
+ + John and Patty Burnette
+ + John Anzalone
+ + John Purvis
+ + Jordan Evey
+ + Joy Bee Footwear
+ + Joyce Thomas
+ + Judy Hansen
+ + Judith C. Hughes
+ + Judith S. Maldonado
+ + Judith Spore
+ + Julia Taylor
+ + Julie Stadt
+ + Just A Fan Concert Photos
+ + Justin Diaz
+ + Justine Lucid
+ + Karey Morgan
+ + Karla Monfort
+ + Kate Trujillo
+ + Katelyn Terry
+ + Kathy Steiner
+ + Katie Geiger
+ + Kelli Hickle
+ + Kelly Wakefield
+ + Kevin Leinhos
+ + Kim Gallagher
+ + Kim Hefner
+ + Kim Stroud
+ + Kimberly Phillips
+ + Kirsten Coleman
+ + Kirsten Thompson
+ + Kristin Aviles
+ + Kristina and Dan Smith
+ + Krystal Hosmer
+ + KSNV-TV
+ + Kyleigh Davis
+ + Kylie James
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+ + Hugo Kruiniger
+ + Irene Stevenson
+ + J Cap Entertainment
+ + Jacob Lanning
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+ + James Moore
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+ + Jamal On Vegas
+ + Jan Epstein
+ + Jana Leonard
+ + Jane Loudermilk
+ + Jane Schulz
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+ + Janice Rollo
+ + Jason Murphy
+ + Jeanette Carroll
+ + Jeff Grady
+ + Jeffrey Eddins
+ + Jennifer Bonus
+ + Jennifer Krushal
+ + Jennifer Martinez
+ + Jeremy Strebel
+ + Jeremy White
+ + Jesse Perkinson
+ + Jessica George
+ + Jessy Liddell
+ + Jillianne Richards
+ + Jim Kasacek
+ + Joan Spils
+ + Jodi Mull
+ + Joe Gutierrez
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+ + Joel Lefkovitz
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+ + Joe Gutierrez
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+ Larry June  
+ Las Vegas Aviators  
+ Las Vegas Fashion Council  
+ Las Vegas Raiders  
+ Laura Avery, Pampered Chef  
+ Laura Culley  
+ Laura Glenn-Wyatt  
+ Laura Stoessel  
+ Laura Glen-Wyatt  
+ Lauren Byrne  
+ Leah Bromley  
+ Leslie DeVore  
+ Leslie Olmman  
+ Lewis Overcast  
+ Lilli Rees  
+ Linda & Dana Nitz  
+ Linda Berry  
+ Linda Stern  
+ Lisa Browning  
+ Lisa Giller  
+ Lisa Herrmann  
+ Lisa Hudson  
+ Lisa Marie  
+ Lisa Turner  
+ Lorraine Grande  
+ Louella Brusa  
+ Lucia Sianez  
+ Lynda Soper  
+ Made with Love Sewing Ministry of the Crossing Church  
+ Malika Schechter  
+ Marc McHugh  
+ Margie Castle  
+ Maria Smith  
+ Mariah Ortega  
+ Mariette Lasley  
+ Maritza Bermudes  
+ Marlene Ann Drake  
+ Marsha Jones  
+ Martine Jordan  
+ Mary A. Hedrick  
+ Mary Hopkins  
+ Mary Kay Holthus  
+ Megan Hente  
+ Megan Holyoak-Shaw  
+ Melissa Martine  
+ Mia Coello  
+ Michael Bowden  
+ Michael Shaw  
+ Michele Gulotta  
+ Michelle Bresette  
+ Mike Chobanian  
+ Mike Kauzlarich  
+ Mike Prevatt  
+ Misty Chadwick  
+ Allstate Agency  
+ Mona Temple-Hooks  
+ Nadina Modeste  
+ Nancy Cokinda  
+ Nancy Foster  
+ Nancy Hexter and Rob Solomon  
+ Natalie Harmon  
+ Nate Richman  
+ Negar Shaughnessy  
+ Nevada Health Centers  
+ Nevada Homeless Alliance  
+ Nick Pompeo  
+ Nicole Mathurin  
+ Nicole Williams  
+ Norma Kaladas  
+ Page Johnson  
+ Pat Lottier  
+ Patricia Fisher  
+ Patricia Kelley  
+ Patricia O’Laughlin  
+ Patrick Durkin  
+ Patrick Snyder  
+ Patti Taylor  
+ Paul Ahmadzai  
+ Paul Immo  
+ Pat Monson  
+ Pauline Hargrett  
+ Pawn Stars Las Vegas  
+ Peggy Blair  
+ Perry Morgan  
+ Philomena Moloney  
+ Pinot’s Palette  
+ Preston Rezaee  
+ Project for Humanity  
+ Project Marilyn  
+ Raphael Cox  
+ Raphael Ortega - Sicois  
+ Rebecca Kennard  
+ Rebecca Schesdler  
+ Rhonda Lipsmann  
+ Richard and Cynde Carpenter  
+ Robert Hedrich  
+ Robert Hencken  
+ Robin Joyce  
+ Robin Reinarz  
+ Romeo Villalania  
+ Ron & Laura Pierson  
+ Ronit Schwartz  
+ Ronny Munroe  
+ Rosa Rodriguez  
+ Rosemary B. Wagner  
+ Rosie Taranto  
+ Roxane West  
+ Ruel James  
+ Ryan Couture  
+ Ryan Sparks  
+ Ryan Stout  
+ Sally Carr  
+ Samee D. Cordova  
+ Sandra Bishop  
+ Sarah Waghorn  
+ Sean Ono  
+ Selai Naviqa  
+ Shari and Phil Hoffman  
+ Shari Ford  
+ Sharon Stultz-Karim  
+ Sharon Taylor  
+ Sharon Terry  
+ Sherry Rosenberg  
+ Shawn Green  
+ Shelley Permann  
+ Shelly Harris  
+ Sher Coyle  
+ Sheri Emery  
+ Sherly Simon  
+ Sheryl Dixon  
+ Sheryl Sharp  
+ Stacey Lockhart  
+ Stephanie Engelman  
+ Stephanie Helms  
+ Stephanie McGrail  
+ Steve Feller  
+ Steve Jennings  
+ Steven Rose  
+ Sue Sran  
+ Sun Buggy  
+ Sunny Reelhorn Parr  
+ Susan Benes Marber  
+ Susan Doyle  
+ Susan Harmon  
+ Susan McEwan  
+ Susan Moore  
+ Suzy Moore  
+ Tani White  
+ Tania Mercado  
+ Tanya Sutton  
+ Terry R. King  
+ Theresa Lange  
+ Theresa Probst  
+ Thong Nguyen  
+ Three Square Food Bank  
+ Tiffany Vanya Ho  
+ Tim Mullin  
+ Tina Lim  
+ Todd Miller  
+ Tom Schnikter  
+ Trish McDonald  
+ Tyler Robinson Foundation  
+ Tyrone Horneck  
+ Vegas Golden Knights  
+ Vegas Valley Winery  
+ Veronica Santa Maria  
+ Vickie Tarantino  
+ Viola Hunt  
+ Wade Simpson  
+ Willie Garrett  
+ Wilson Urquía  
+ Yesenia Valdivia  
+ Zhana Brown  

**Partners**

+ Argentum Partners  
+ Baby’s Bounty  
+ Canyon Ridge Christian Church  
+ Castaways Resale  
+ Children’s Dentistry Foundation  
+ City of Henderson  
+ City of North Las Vegas  
+ Clark County  
+ Dress For Success  
+ Edunamo Consulting  
+ Ellsworth Stout CPAs and Consultants  
+ Family Promise  
+ HELP of Southern Nevada  
+ Lake Mead Christian Ministries  
+ Leverage LV  
+ LMNOP Inc.  
+ Lutheran Social Services  
+ New Beginnings Ministries  
+ Project Marilyn  
+ RDI Corp.  
+ Refuge for Women  
+ Safe House  
+ Safe Nest  
+ Silver Tree Films  
+ St Thomas More Catholic Community  
+ SPI Entertainment  
+ The Crossing Christian Church  
+ The Department of Housing & Urban Development  
+ The Siegel Group  
+ Three Square Food Bank  

All efforts have been taken to ensure the accuracy of this list. If we have made an error, please bring it to our attention by contacting Grant Frailich at grant@link2hope.or or 702-566-0576 ext 319.
INVEST IN HOPE

INVEST IN YOUR COMMUNITY BY DONATING OR VOLUNTEERING YOUR TIME.

ONLINE  www.link2hope.org
CHECK  Payable to Hopelink of Southern Nevada
       178 Westminster Way, Henderson NV. 89015
PHONE  702-566-0576
EMAIL  info@link2hope.org

@link2hopenv  @hopelinknv
/company/hopelink-of-southern-nevada